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Rutledge Park Little Free Library
2016-2017 Report: My First Year in the Park
I wanted to give a short report about what
I’ve been up to this year, so that people all
over the place can get to know what a year
in the life of a little free library is all about.
My hope is that I help inspire humans to set
up little free libraries of their own, so that
they can build community wherever they
may be!
Bringing a little free library into the world
is a fun and rewarding experience. You can
do it, I believe in you!
Me, sunbathing in Rutledge Park, Saanich.

It’s been a very exciting year to be a little free
library (LFL). I’m so happy to have spent this
year in the wonderful community that is
Saanich. I absolutely love Rutledge Park, my
home, and the multitude of neighbours that
visit me all the time. I’ve helped people share
books all year and I’m very much looking
forward to keeping up the hard work in the
year to come.
I share my park with a whimsical pink
elephant (Rutley), a cool playground, tennis
and basketball courts, beautiful trees and
plants, a couple of interesting bridges and
other useful things. I hear that my park might
be getting a water feature. I can’t wait to learn
more about this, I think my neighbours are
getting tired of the port-a-potty.
Rutledge Park has a constant stream of
delightful neighbours. Sometimes they sit on
the hill just across from me and picnic or read,
or rock out to Music in the Park. Other times
my neighbours walk their dogs, play with
their children, throw Frisbees (and all sorts of
other things), workout, or hit each other with

Rocking out at Music in the Park.

I share Rutledge Park with lots of friends, including Rutley.
Does your park have a pink elephant?
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padded weapons. I’ve also got some cool
neighbours who do metal detecting, fly
drones, and some who play all manner of
games. It’s a busy place and I’m happy that
people take time out of their active schedule
to come visit me.
My Origin Story
Every hero has a back story, and this is mine.
I was built by Stephanie Ferguson
(@Snailphanie) and Teale Phelps Bondaroff
(@Tealepb) with the help of their friends
(and some pretty cool tools). In case anyone
asks, a computer cut my elegant doors.

Getting my roof nailed into place. We all have
embarrassing baby photos...

Work started on me in January 2016, and I
was installed on June 20th, 2016, with the
help of Saanich Parks and Recreation, who
were gracious enough to also provide my
sturdy black metal stand. The only thing that
can move this steadfast little free library is a
good story.
A big group of neighbours came out for my
very first day in the park, and helped fill me
with my first collection of books. My first
book was Carl Sagan’s Cosmos, a fitting
tribute to this fantastic educator.

Stephanie with friends from Saanich Parks installing me
on my very own custom-built cement pad!

Neighbours visiting me on my first day and helping to fill
me with books. I've been full ever since.
Stephanie drops off my very first book!
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Little Free Library in the News!
Well this was bound to happen.
When a little free library turns up
in a big park like Rutledge, my
arrival was bound to get a little
media attention.
My arrival in Rutledge Park was
covered by the Saanich News, and
I also got a little time in the
limelight as a result of Stephanie
and Teale’s efforts to map my
fellow little free libraries all over
Victoria as a part of a project with
the Greater Victoria Placemaking
Network (GVPN). If you are
interested in learning more about
this project, or want to see where
my 126 other LFL friends hang
out in Victoria, be sure to visit
their Victoria LFL Map.
Stephanie and Teale were
awarded a Victoria Community
Leadership Award for their LFL
mapping efforts!

Stephanie giving an interview to CHEK News.

Stephanie Ferguson, Lorne Daniel, and Teale Phelps Bondaroff from the
Greater Victoria Placemaking Network, speak to Adam Stirling of CFAX
1070 about their LFL mapping project in Victoria.

I somehow managed to get my picture
featured in a number of the news stories
covering this mapping effort, which is
ongoing. Do let the GVPN know if notice
any LFLs that are not on their map, of if you
would like help setting up your own LFL. I
would love more friends around the city!

More news coverage, this time from the Lower Island News,
featuring this LFL-turned-diva.
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Books! So Many Books!
Once installed, I sprang into action, helping promote community, spread literacy and fill
Rutledge Park with whimsy! It is rather hard to calculate just how many books I helped shared
between neighbours, because I’m constantly in use, but I do have a rough estimate. Every day I
share a picture of my book collection on Twitter, and feature close ups of any new books that
have arrived. Over the course of the year, I’ve shared pictures of 1352 books that visited my
shelves. #Shelfie!

A mosaic of me, made up of all of my book from this year!

Now sometimes these are the same book, as some of my neighbours bring books back to me after
they are done reading them, so I might have photos of the same book more than once. That
means the exact number of books I’ve helped people share could be lower than the number of
photos I have. On the other hand, I don’t post pictures of every single new book that arrives on
my shelves, just those that are there at a single point in the day. So this number could be higher.
Therefore, because I’ve not had a book on good statistical methods in a while, I’m going to say
that this year, I helped people share over 1352 books! This is quite a large number, given that I
am such a small library, and I’m rather proud of this accomplishment.
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This was hard work, and along the way I needed to get my door knobs replaced and my Plexiglas
became cracked. I’m up for the task for the upcoming year, and hope to help share books with
even more people in the years to come!

Now there are some people out there (and you know who you are) who might think that little free
libraries only collect untimely plumbing guides from 1978, tatty paperbacks, hackneyed religious
tracts, sordid bodice rippers, or cloying self-help guides. Now I did get a few of all of these, but
they didn’t stick around for long, so clearly at least one of my neighbours wanted to fix their
vintage plumbing, or appreciates that a well-thumbed book means that it’s a good read, or
wanted to steamy romantic escape, or was conducting an analysis of historical self-improvement
messaging from the 80s.
But to all those doubters, I wanted to showcase some of the spectacular, riveting and current
works that sauntered through my shelves this year. I also thought this might whet the appetite of
new friends, who might visit more often, with the promise of an earth shattering and life
changing find here in the park.
This year, a significant percentage of my books were nice and fresh hard covers, some of which
were graciously donated by the Time Colonist, one of our local newspapers that holds a huge
books sale every year, and donates the leftovers to good causes, like me! And I’ve got even more
books waiting from this year’s sale, so be sure to visit each and every day!
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Kind of a Big Deal on Twitter…
It’s hard work being a little free library - you and your books are in constant demand! But I’ve
also found time to get involved in the online LFL community, which is flourishing. In addition to
sharing my book collection and special finds on Twitter, I’ve also made friends all over the
world, and helped people bring their own LFLs into the world.
This year was my first on Twitter, so I will use it as a baseline for the future. In case you are not
already following me, you probably should, check me out @RutledgeParkLFL. And when you
do, be sure to follow some of the other LFLs out there, they could use your support as well.
Basic Stats About Me on Twitter
New Followers
1,644
Following
3,164
Number of Tweets
2,704
Likes
7,247

Followers
I gained on average 9 followers per day, and I’ve got fans all over the world. Apparently, I’ve
got more followers in the US than in Canada. It looks like my followers break down consistently
along linguistic lines, although I’m trying my best to find and follow fellow LFLs all over the
world.

My Twitter followers by country, thank you to @tweepsmap.

So yeah, I’m a data geek, but what do you expect? I spend my days literally full of books!
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Here is how my followers break down by province/state:

My Twitter followers by city, again thanks to @tweepsmap.

As can be expected, I’ve got the most significant percentage of my followers right here in
Victoria, which is great! I love having friends all over the world, but I most of all like getting
visited by my neighbours, and it’s a little easier for people here in the Victoria Capital Regional
District (CRD) to pop by with a book.
If you interact with me on Twitter, I’ll follow you, I’m nice that way. I also made a point of
going out and following every single LFL out there on Twitter, and I check regularly for
newcomers.
I always try to get newcomers followers because it helps give these LFL a moral boost. I know
how excited I get when people appreciate my collection and work. Be sure to follow all the LFLs
out there and like their posts!
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Tweets and Likes
So as you can see, I’ve been a very busy little free library. I tweeted a ‘shelfie’ of my collection
almost every day of the year, and also tweeted images of new arrivals and interesting books that
arrived on my shelves.
All in all, I have 389 shelfies on record.
I didn’t post a shelfie everyday, but on
some days I posted more than one.
For a while there, I was taking before
and after pictures as I got new books
added and my collection tidied. So it’s
hard to say exactly how many shelfies
but let’s just say basically one a day! I’ll
try to use a more consistent method
moving forward, because you know,
data integrity and all that.
A typical daily 'shelfie' of yours truly. You will notice that my
books arranged by size, all the better to share more books with
the world.

Twitter tells me that I posted
987 pictures and videos this
year, so that’s another good
number to also include in my
report. I would often post
multiple images of new
arrivals so as not to clutter
up my wonderful followers
feeds with individual books.
I like to group books by
theme, sharing new fiction,
non-fiction and children’s
and young adult book
arrivals.

Just a small sample of the hundreds of books that visited my shelves this year!
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Social Media Shout Outs!
I absolutely love getting shout outs from my friends on social media, these are a few of my
favorites from this year!

If you find something
you love in my
collection, please let
me know!
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Special Occasions
In addition to just being me, every day of the year, I also got into celebrating a couple of
important notable holidays throughout the year, in ways that only a little free library can!

Hanging out with local LARPers, who meet around me
every Thursday and do battle!
Yes, I have my own honour guard.

My first snow day! And look, one of my neighbours made a
quintessential west coast snow animal, the fleeting 'Snorca.'
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I'm kind of a big deal, and I've got a ribbon to prove it! I won the award for 'Top Little Free Library in the Park!' It still
counts even if I’m the only one.

Recognizing the sacrifices of amazing Canadians on
Remembrance Day

Celebrating Canada Day with my very own flag and shelves
jam-packed with CanLit!
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My shelves, splattered with vampire, horror and other dark tales as I
prepare for Halloween.
Also Teale found a copy of collected stories by H.P. Lovecraft and is
appropriately attired. The Elder Gods approved…

Celebrating pride with a featured Pride Week books, and a
flag!
I also recognized the literary accomplishments of Elie Wiesel,
who passed away this year.
I got pretty excited when the Royals visited Victoria, and
shared appropriately themed books. The Duke and
Duchess of Cambridge did not visit in the end due to a
scheduling conflict.
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I am so excited when I am able to theme
my collection to match with a holiday. This
year, I themed my shelves for, in no
particular order:








Remembrance Day
Canada Day
Royal Visit
Earth Day
Pride Week
Halloween
International Women’s Day

I’m hoping to do more holidays in the
future, so please let me know if there are
any good holidays that can be themed with
books.
I also took time to help share other things
with my lovely neighbours, including
bookmarks from my MLA, information
about the Modo car parked just across the
park from me, invitations to Music in the
Park, leaflets for a local medieval dancing
troop, information about lost pets and more!

My fantastic MLA Rob Flemming donated a whole stack of
bookmarks! Get in touch with him if you've got any
problems, he just got re-elected!

My Year to Come
I can’t be more excited about the year to
come. I’m most excited about welcoming
tonnes of new little free libraries to the
Victoria community, as well as continuing to
share tons of books with the fantastic
community that surrounds my park.
When you come and visit, please do bring a
book, and do please note that this year, the
most popular books of all were children’s
books. I can’t keep them on my shelves, so
please bring as many as you can. Nothing
makes me happier than encouraging young
readers!
I can’t wait to share more books!

Lots of my neighbours are children and they love to come
and visit, so please drop off plenty of children’s books for
them!

Please do come visit!
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